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COMMERCIAL ITEM DESCRIPTION

TABLE, MERCHANDISE DISPLAY

The General Services Administration has authorized the use of this Commercial Item
Description (CID) for all federal agencies.

1.  SCOPE.  This CID covers a table that displays merchandise for sale.

2.  SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS.

2.1  Materials.  Materials shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s material specifications
for display tables.

2.2  Design and construction.  The merchandise display table shall be pedestal mounted and
constructed of reinforced, chemical resistant fiberglass or equivalent with a smooth surface.  The
table top shall be one piece with a minimum 4 inch (in.) (102 millimeters (mm)) elevated rim with
smooth edges on all sides.  The outer sides of the table shall have replaceable, heavy duty vinyl,
cart type bumpers mounted in aluminum trim or equivalent.  The table shall be capable of
supporting its own weight plus the weight of the displayed merchandise without danger or
permanent deformation.  The overall color of the table shall be beige.

2.3  Dimensions.  The approximate dimensions of the table shall be 48 in. (122 centimeters (cm))
long, 30 in. (76 cm) wide, and 27 in. (69 cm) high.

3.  REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS.

3.1  Recovered materials.  The offeror/contractor is encouraged to use recovered materials to the
maximum extent practicable, in accordance with Paragraph 23.403 of the Federal Acquisition
Regulation (FAR).
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4.  QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS.

4.1  Responsibility for inspection.  The contractor is responsible for the performance of all
inspections (examinations and tests).

4.2  Product conformance.  The products provided shall meet the salient characteristics of this
CID, conform to the producer’s own drawings, specifications, standards, and quality assurance
practices, and be the same product offered for sale in the commercial market.  The Government
reserves the right to require proof of such conformance.

5.  PACKAGING.  Preservation, packing, and marking shall be as specified in the contract or
order (see 6.1).

6.  NOTES.

(This section contains information of a general or explanatory nature that may be helpful, but is
not mandatory.)

6.1  Ordering data.  Acquisition documents must specify the following:

a. Title, number, and date of this CID.
b. Selection of applicable level and packaging requirements.

MILITARY INTERESTS: CIVIL AGENCY COORDINATING ACTIVITY:
GSA - FSS

Custodians:
Army - GL Preparing Activity:
DLA - GS DLA - GS

Review Activity: (Project 7195-0122)
Army - TM2
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